
CPP SUSTAINABILITY

N EWS L E T T E R

FRESH START

Welcome to the first edition of the Sustainability Newsletter!The Office of

Sustainability is ready to lead the rest of the spring semester alongside our

eager campus community with opportunities and activities to help build a

more conscious and sustainable future. Stay up to date with all things

sustainability - from environmental justice, social mobility, urban planning,

and more - right here in our newsletter! 

SUSTAINABLE LIVING

If you want to help reduce waste

and get free stuff, FreeCycle is your

answer. Freeycle is an online

network that helps people get rid of

things they no longer want by giving

them to others for FREE.
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EVENTS

The 36th Annual Cal Poly Pomona Hot Dog Caper was held at University Park on

October 3rd, 2019 during U-Hour. Students, faculty and staff were able to enjoy

entertainment along with free hot dogs, chips, popsicles, and drinks!Volunteers

became "Trash Talkers", in which they ensured individuals were aware of what is

trash and what is recyclable! Volunteers stood nearby trash and recycle

receptacles to make sure individuals were putting their waste in the appropriate

bins. Having more "Trash Talkers" will encourage more communication between

waste and recycling concerns on campus.
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AROUND US

Borreguitas is a small Mexican food

eatery that offers labeled vegan and

vegetarian options. Vegan choices

include street tacos, quesadillas,

horchata, and more! Be sure to visit

their weekly Tuesday deals to better

your experience!

Borreguitas Bar Express

977 S Garey Ave, Pomona, CA, 91766



STUDENT SUSTAINABILITY COALITION

 The Office of Sustainability gathered all the Sustainability-Related organizations

on campus to create a more unified, significant presence of sustainability on

campus. Currently, there are a total of five organizations - Alternative Renewable

Sustainable Energy Club (ARSEC), California Water Environment Club (CWE),

Engineers without Borders (EWB), the Lyle Center Sustainable Student Association

(LCS2A), ASI Sustainability Committee, and Saving the Earth from A-Z (ASEZ).You

can get involved in one or more of these organizations by visiting their general

meetings pictured below:
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PAQ SUSTAINABLE FITS

PAQ is a show on YouTube about

fashion and street wear.

Unfortunately, the fashion industry

is one of the biggest polluters.In this

Episode of PAQ, they explore

sustainable fits made out of

sustainable materials such as

repurposed goods and textiles

derived from corn and even

pineapple leaves!


